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Global geometry of K3-fibration Calabi-Yau threefolds, with Hodge number h2,1 =
r+1, is used to define N=4 softly broken SU(r+1) gauge theories, with the bare coupling
constant given by the dual heterotic dilaton, and the mass of the adjoint hypermultiplet
given by the heterotic string tension. The U(r+1) Donagi-Witten integrable model is also
derived from the K3-fibration structure, with the extra U(1) associated to the heterotic
dilaton. The case of SU(2) gauge group is analyzed in detail. String physics beyond the
heterotic point particle limit is partially described by the N=4 softly broken theory.
1 Introduction
The Seiberg-Witten solution [1]-[11] of N=2 supersymmetric gauge theories turns out to
be intimately related to both integrable models [12]-[22] and string theory [23]-[26]. The
mass formula for BPS states
M =
r∑
i=1
‖neiai(~u) + nmi aDi (~u)‖, (1.1)
where r is the rank of the gauge group of the theory, admits a geometrical representation
in terms of the periods,
ai(~u) =
∮
αi
λ, aDi (~u) =
∮
βi
λ, (1.2)
of a meromorphic form λ on an hyperelliptic curve of genus r, Σ~u, with ~u = u1, . . . , ur
and ui the Casimir expectation values.
The solution given by (1.2) defines a family of abelian varieties, i.e. the Jacobian
of Σ~u, parameterized by the quantum moduli manifold. This is the generic structure
underlying algebraic integrable models [27]. As it was shown in [15], an integrable model
describing N = 2 gauge theories can be directly derived, through Hitchin’s construction
[28], from a two dimensional Higgs system defined on an elliptic Riemann surface, Eτ .
This approach leads to the Seiberg-Witten solution for N = 2 gauge theories with one
massive hypermultiplet in the adjoint representation. The pure gauge theory appears
as a double scaling limit in which hypermultiplet is decoupled (m → ∞), and the bare
coupling constant is sent to ∞.
In addition, the geometrical representation in terms of periods (1.2) of the BPS mass
formula, calls for a stringy interpretation of Seiberg-Witten geometry based on some
non critical string, with effective string tension λ, winding around an “internal” space
described by the Riemann surface Σ~u [26]. This string interpretation nicely combines two
ingredients, namely the string derivation of Seiberg-Witten solution, and its integrable
model representation. The first one arises from the discovery of heterotic-type II dual pairs
[29, 30, 23, 24], with the heterotic string compactified on K3 × T 2. Higgsing the gauge
group leads to different heterotic compactifications having r + 2 vector excitations and s
neutral hypermultiplets, therefore the corresponding type IIA dual should be defined on
a Calabi-Yau threefold with h1,1 = r + 1, and h2,1 = s− 1. These Calabi-Yau threefolds
provide the string theory extension of Seiberg-Witten quantum moduli for a gauge group
of rank r. An important step in the construction of dual pairs is the use of threefolds which
are K3-fibrations [31]. The reason for this requirement goes back to the identification of
the Calabi-Yau modulus that we could put in correspondence with the heterotic dilaton.
This moduli is singled out, for K3-fibrations, as the one associated with the size of the
IP1 base space [32].
On the other hand, the integrable model representation of the Seiberg-Witten curve
for pure gauge theories, can be defined as a fibration of the spectral cover set given by the
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vanishing locus of the Landau-Ginzburg potential associated to the Dynkin diagram of the
corresponding gauge group [13]. The relation between this 0-dimensional fibration, and
the K3-fibration defining the Calabi-Yau threefold can be now obtained by fixing the K3-
fiber at an orbifold point, described by the corresponding Dynkin diagram, and blowing
it up to an ALE space [26]. This geometrical manipulation can be formally undertaken
by turning gravity off (S →∞) and simultaneously going to the point particle regime by
sending the string tension to zero [25]. Within this approach, a string interpretation of
the periods (1.2) is obtained as the wrapping of a 3-brane on a 3-cycle of the Calabi-Yau
threefold. To put it more precisely, the meromorphic form λ appears as the string tension
of the self-dual string obtained when wrapping a 3-brane on 2-cycles of the ALE-space.
In this paper, we will try to go one step further in the study of the deep interplay
between K3-fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds and the integrability underlying the Seiberg-
Witten solution. In order to do that we will choose, continuing the line in reference [33],
the approach to integrability used by Donagi and Witten [15], based on Hitchin’s gauge
model on Eτ , where one naturally lands onto the Seiberg-Witten solution for N=4 softly
broken gauge theories. The physical reason for such a choice is related to the existence, in
addition to the Higgs moduli, of two extra parameters, namely, the bare coupling constant
τ and the bare mass for the hypermultiplet in the adjoint representation. Our main goal
will be to find a string derivation of this theory. Moreover we will claim that K3-fibered
threefolds naturally lead to the N=4 softly broken version of N=2 gauge theories, with
the bare coupling constant τ and the hypermultiplet mass mapped in a concrete way into
the heterotic dilaton and the string scale α′ respectively.
The main difference between our case and the string derivation of pure N =2 gauge
theory is that, in order to obtain the N=4 softly broken version, we should work beyond
the point particle limit, at generic values of the heterotic dilaton field. Thus, we will
be using the global information on the K3-fibration structure. The important physical
question raised by this analysis is, of course, to unravel the type of global string dynamics
that we are capturing with the N = 4 softly broken quantum field theory. We will
concentrate mainly in the case of gauge group SU(2). What we observe is that the gauge
theory that we are associating with the threefold fibration captures the features which
are universal for a certain set of K3-fibrations, with identical Hodge number h2,1 = 2,
but differing in the modular properties of the mirror map and in Hodge number h1,1. In
particular, following [34], we will relate the different modular properties of the mirror
map to the Kac-Moody level at which the gauge symmetry is realized in the heterotic
dual string. The N = 4 softly broken theory will then determine the relation between the
Kac-Moody level and the genus of a curve of singularities developed by the Calabi-Yau
manifolds at the locus corresponding to vanishing heterotic dilaton [35, 36].
The N = 4 softly broken version of the Calabi-Yau threefold singles out a particu-
lar singular locus on the moduli of complex structures of the threefold, namely that in
correspondence with the field theory locus where some component of the adjoint hyper-
multiplet becomes massless. If the mass of the hypermultiplet is correctly capturing part
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of the dynamics of the string scale, α′, we should expect the corresponding singular locus
of the Calabi-Yau threefold to be somehow related to the existence of the string scale, in
very much a similar way as the self dual point for compactifications on S1 is given by a
radius R equal to
√
α′. We will present some evidence in this direction.
Concerning Donagi-Witten version of integrability as based on Hitchin’s gauge model
on an elliptic curve Eτ , we will observe that this “reference Riemann surface” can also be
recovered from the geometrical data of the K3-fibration.
2 The Calabi-Yau Curve and its Quantum Field The-
ory Analogue.
2.1 K3-Fibrations.
Let us consider the string embedding of SU(2) N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory
according to [23]. The Higgs mechanism that produces the desired gauge group originates
129 neutral hypermultiplets, therefore we must choose as the type IIA dual a K3-fibered
threefold with Hodge numbers h1,1 = 2, h2,1 = 128, i.e. W = IP
4
{1,1,2,2,6}[12]. The
mirror manifold W ∗ can be obtained from the orbifold construction [37], and has defining
polynomial
W ∗ =
1
12
x121 +
1
12
x122 +
1
6
x63 +
1
6
x64 +
1
2
x25 − ψx1x2x3x4x5 −
1
6
φ(x1x2)
6. (2.1)
The moduli space of complex deformations of W ∗ is parameterized by (ψ, φ), subject to
the global symmetry
A : (ψ, φ)→ (βψ,−φ) , β12 = 1. (2.2)
This symmetry forces to introduce invariant quantities; we will use b = 1/φ2 and c =
−φ/ψ6. The K3-fibration structure of (2.1) becomes manifest by the change of variables
x1/x2 ≡ z1/6b−1/12, x21 ≡ x0z1/6 [26]:
W ∗ =
1
12
(z +
b
z
+ 2)x60 +
1
6
x63 +
1
6
x64 +
1
2
x25 + c
−1/6x0x3x4x5, (2.3)
with the variable z acting as coordinate on the IP1 base space. It is convenient to define
d(z; b) =
1
2
(z +
b
z
+ 2) , cˆ(z; b, c) = c d(z; b). (2.4)
Substituting this into (2.3) and rescaling x0,W
∗ acquires the explicit form of a K3-surface
W ∗ =
1
6
x60 +
1
6
x63 +
1
6
x64 +
1
2
x25 + cˆ(z; b, c)
−1/6x0x3x4x5. (2.5)
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As we move in IP1, the K3-fiber can become singular. From (2.5) it is easy to deduce that
this occurs for the K3 modulus values cˆ(z; b, c) = 0, 1. These values of cˆ are acquired at
the following IP1 points, z = e±i :
cˆ = 0 → e±0 = −1±
√
1− b,
cˆ = 1 → e±1 =
1− c±
√
(1− c)2 − bc2
c
. (2.6)
The discriminant of (2.5) is therefore given by ∆(z; b, c) =
∏1
i=0(z−e+i (b, c))(z−e−i (b, c)).
There is an additional singularity at cˆ(z; b, c) =∞, which is originated in the quotient by
discrete reparameterizations of (2.5) inherited from the orbifold construction of W ∗. It
corresponds to the points
cˆ =∞ → z = 0,∞ (b 6=∞). (2.7)
The Calabi-Yau manifold becomes singular when some of the points (2.6)-(2.7) co-
alesce. We will now analyze the regions in moduli space where this situation happens
[38, 39] (we will follow notation in [38]). The loci
C1 = {b = 1},
CC = {(1− c)2 − bc2 = 0}, (2.8)
are respectively obtained from the identifications e+0 = e
−
0 and e
+
1 = e
−
1 . CC is the conifold
locus, where 3-cycles of the threefold degenerate to points, while C1 corresponds to the
appearance of a genus two curve of A1 singularities. We can also consider
C0 = {c =∞},
C∞ = {b = 0}, (2.9)
which are defined, respectively, by the identifications e±1 = e
±
0 and e
+
0 = e
+
1 = 0. C0 is an
orbifold locus, given by the fixed points under A2. C∞ corresponds to the weak coupling
limit locus, once we identify the heterotic dilaton with the size of the base space [32]. In
addition we have
D(0,−1) = {c = 0}, (2.10)
implying e+1 = 0, e
−
1 = ∞. D(0,−1) is an exceptional divisor in moduli space whose
intersection with C∞ identifies the large complex structures limit of (2.1). Finally, let us
notice that at b = ∞ the points (2.7) are ill defined, giving raise to a very degenerate
situation. We can put in correspondence
D(−1,0) = {b =∞}, (2.11)
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with the exceptional divisor introduced to resolve a conical singularity in the moduli
space generated from quotienting by the discrete transformation A1. In section 2.3 we
will return again to this point, in relation with a double covering of the moduli space2.
More in general, we can consider K3-fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds whose mirror W ∗
is also a K3-fibration that can be written as [26]
W ∗ =
1
2n
(
z +
b
z
+ 2
)
xn0 +W
∗
K3(x0, x3, x4, x5; ci). (2.12)
The discriminant of the fiber will be given by a polynomial ∆(z; b, ci), depending on the
point z in the base and the moduli parameters, with zeroes at z = e±i where the K3-fiber
becomes singular. The number of singular points is given by 2h2,1 = 2(r + 1).
2.2 The Calabi-Yau Curve.
From the above K3-fibration structure it is possible to recover [26], in the heterotic point
particle limit b→ 0, α′ → 0 [25], the Seiberg-Witten curves forN=2 SU(r+1) Yang-Mills
theory [3, 4, 13]. Namely for the SU(2) case, using the map
b = α′2Λ4,
c = 1 + α′u, (2.13)
with Λ the SU(2) dynamical scale, and rescaling z → α′z, the points (2.6) become the
branch points of the associated Seiberg-Witten curve [13]
e±0 = 0,∞,
e±1 = −u ±
√
u2 − Λ4. (2.14)
In general, the geometrical meaning of the point particle limit amounts to replacing the
K3-fiber by an ALE space that blows up an Ar orbifold singular K3. Let us denote by
G = SU(r+1) the gauge group whose Dynkin diagram describes the orbifold singularity.
In this situation, the branched cover of the IP1 base space that defines the Seiberg-Witten
curve for the pure gauge theory in the integrable model formulation of [13] (whose branch
points are at the generalization of (2.14)), CG, can be directly derived from the ALE space
homology.
1Defining the A-invariant quantities ξ ≡ ψ8, η ≡ ψ4φ and ζ ≡ φ2, the quotiented moduli space is
given by the projective cone ξζ = η2.
2This will explain why the analysis of singular loci provided by the fibration structure is missing
the D(−1,−1) divisor, which, together with D(0,−1), is associated with the resolution of a tangency point
between C∞ and C1 originated in the A quotient. This completes the set of toric divisors in the compact-
ification of the moduli space worked out in [38].
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A different approach consists in using the global structure of the K3-fibration in order
to build an hyperelliptic curve such that its moduli space is isomorphic to the Calabi-Yau
moduli. We can define
CCY : y2 = ∆(z; b, ci) =
r∏
i=0
(z − e+i (b, ci))(z − e−i (b, ci)). (2.15)
By construction, this curve becomes singular at the moduli values where the threefoldW ∗
acquires a singularity, i.e. those where two roots coalesce. Performing the point particle
limit [25], CCY reduces to the Seiberg-Witten curve CG. However, it is important to stress
the following. In order to define CCY we have interpreted the singular points of the K3-
fibration as branch points of an associated hyperelliptic curve. But contrary to the point
particle limit, in which the K3-fiber is substituted by an ALE space, we are not using the
K3 periods for the direct construction of the curve.
Our first aim in analyzing (2.15) will be, following previous work in reference [33],
to identify the N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theory represented by CCY . Being defined
for arbitrary values of the moduli parameters, the first difference between CG and CCY is
that the second depends on the “dilaton modulus” b. In the heterotic string framework,
the expectation value of the dilaton field determines the bare gauge coupling constant.
Therefore we should look for a gauge theory in which the coupling constant behaves as a
modulus, i.e. an ultraviolet finite theory.
The simplest candidate for CCY is a theory with the field content of N = 4, namely
Yang-Mills plus a matter hypermultiplet in the adjoint representation of G, where in
general the adjoint hypermultiplet can be massive. Let us consider the case where the
adjoint hypermultiplet has a bare mass m. It was shown in [2] that in a double scaling
limit that sends m and the N = 4 coupling constant to ∞, we can recover the pure
Yang-Mills theory. In this process the mass plays a role formally analogous to that of
the string coupling constant in the double limit that takes CCY to CG. Therefore, in the
proposed interpretation of string notions in terms of gauge theory quantities, we should
identify (α′)−1 ∼ m2.
Let us now review briefly some results in reference [33] for the case G = SU(2). The
curve for SU(2) N = 2 gauge theory with one massive adjoint hypermultiplet [2], is given
by
y2 = (x− a1uˆ+ a22)(x+ a2(uˆ− a1))(x− a2(uˆ− a1)), (2.16)
with u = Trφ2 the quadratic Casimir, and uˆ defined by the convenient normalization
1
4
m2uˆ = u. The quantities a1 and a2 depend on the asymptotic value of the gauge
coupling constant of the theory, τ = θ
2π
+ i4π
g2
, according to3
a1 =
3
2
e1(τ) , a2 =
1
2
(e3(τ)− e2(τ)). (2.17)
3The Weierstrass invariants ei can be defined in the terms of Jacobi theta functions: e1 =
1
3 (θ
4
2(0, τ)+
θ43(0, τ)), e2 = − 13 (θ41(0, τ) + θ43(0, τ)), e3 = 13 (θ41(0, τ)− θ42(0, τ)).
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In the moduli space (uˆ, τ), we can differentiate the following loci where (2.16) becomes
singular
Cˆ0 = {uˆ(τ) = a1(τ)},
Cˆ(1)C = {uˆ(τ) = a2(τ)},
Cˆ(2)C = {uˆ(τ) = −a2(τ)},
Dˆ = {uˆ =∞}.
Cˆ∞ = {τ = i∞},
Cˆ+1 = {τ = 0},
Cˆ−1 = {τ = 1},
(2.18)
We can now try to put in correspondence the moduli space of Ka¨hler deformations of
IP4{1,1,2,2,6}[12] with the moduli space of the N = 4 softly broken theory (2.16). The basic
idea will be to map the singular loci described by the fibration structure of the mirror
W ∗, (2.8)-(2.10), with the set (2.18). This is achieved by the map [33]
c =
a1(τ)
a1(τ)− uˆ , b =
(
a2(τ)
a1(τ)
)2
. (2.19)
It is important to notice, using the modular properties of ai(τ)
4, that (2.19) is effectively
quotienting by the (uˆ, τ)-plane transformation
T : (uˆ, τ)→ (uˆ, τ + 1). (2.20)
Indeed the proposed map sends Cˆ(1,2)C → CC and Cˆ±1 → C1, while Cˆ∞, Cˆ0 and Dˆ, which
are fixed under (2.20), are mapped respectively into C∞, C0 and D(0,−1)5. Therefore we
observe that the (uˆ, τ)-plane behaves as a double cover of the Calabi-Yau moduli space.
In the weak coupling limit τ → i∞, the map (2.19) becomes
c =
1
1− uˆ , b = 64e
2πiτ . (2.21)
From the heterotic-type II identification at leading order b = e−S [23], with S the heterotic
dilaton, the above expression explicitly shows that we are associating τ with S. Setting
(α′)−1 = 1
4
m2, as we proposed, (2.21) reproduces the relation c
2b
(1−c)2
= Λ
4
u2
used in [25] for
defining the point particle limit of the string (of which (2.13) is the first order).
We would like now to prove that, by the map (2.19), the curve CCY is in fact the
Seiberg-Witten curve for N=2 SU(2) Yang-Mills theory with one massive hypermultiplet
in the adjoint representation. In order to do so, we rewrite the Calabi-Yau curve (2.15)
for the SU(2) case as
y2 =
∏
i=0,1
(z − e+i (uˆ, τ))(z − e−i (uˆ, τ)), (2.22)
4We have a1(τ + 1) = a1(τ) and a2(τ + 1) = −a2(τ).
5A similar map between the singular loci of the hyperelliptic curve describing SU(3) N=2 supersym-
metric Yang-Mills theory with adjoint matter and the moduli space of the SU(3) gauge group Calabi-Yau
manifold [23], IP4{1,1,2,8,12}[24], is proposed in Appendix B.
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with
e±0 =
−a1(τ)±
√
a1(τ)2 − a2(τ)2
a1(τ)
,
e±1 =
−uˆ±
√
uˆ2 − a2(τ)2
a1(τ)
. (2.23)
It is convenient now to transform the Calabi-Yau curve (2.22) into the standard cubic
form y2 = z(z − 1)(z − λ), where
λ =
(e−1 − e+0 )(e−0 − e+1 )
(e+1 − e+0 )(e−0 − e−1 )
. (2.24)
Using results in Appendix A, we observe that the field theory curve (2.16) is isogenic to
the quartic
y2 = (x2 + a1uˆ− a22)2 − (a2(uˆ− a1))2. (2.25)
The λ parameter that characterizes the standard cubic form of (2.25) is given by
λ′ =
a1uˆ− a22 +
√
(a21 − a22)(uˆ2 − a22)
a1uˆ− a22 −
√
(a21 − a22)(uˆ2 − a22)
. (2.26)
Substituting (2.23), we can see that λ and λ′ precisely coincide.
This concludes the proof that CCY for the Calabi-Yau mirror of IP4{1,1,2,2,6}[12] is, by
the map (2.19), the curve describing SU(2) N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills with one
massive hypermultiplet in the adjoint representation. The necessity of introducing an
isogeny transformation is originated in different conventions for the Higgs field normal-
ization. The curve (2.16) follows the convention in [1], which is appropriate when only
integer charges for BPS states can appear. However the Seiberg-Witten curve CG, ob-
tained from the point particle limit of the string, adopts a normalization adequated to
gauge theories that can include fundamental matter [2]. Since CCY flows to CG in the
point particle limit, it shares with it the same normalization of the Higgs field, differing,
up to an isogenic transformation (see (A.5)), of that in (2.16).
2.3 Double Covering and K3-Fibrations.
We have pointed out that the (uˆ, τ)-moduli space of the SU(2) theory with adjoint matter,
using the map (2.19), acts as a double covering of the Calabi-Yau IP{1,1,2,2,6}[12] moduli
space (b, c). At the same time, we have seen that the Seiberg-Witten curve for this gauge
theory can be explicitly constructed from string theory compactification. This raises the
following puzzle: if the string moduli space is correctly labeled by (b, c), how can the
double covering variables (uˆ, τ) be naturally derived from the Calabi-Yau moduli?
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The answer comes from the way we define the K3-fibration. In (2.3) the choice
√
b =
− 1
φ
has been implicitly done. If we instead choose
√
b = 1
φ
, the fibration structure (2.4)
changes into
cˆ ′ =
1
2
(
−z − b
z
+ 2
)
c. (2.27)
We see that the choice of one or another branch of
√
b amounts to changing z → −z.
This is an effect that can be absorbed in a trivial redefinition of z, and therefore does
not, in essence, affect CCY . However it shows how the K3-fibration structure, and any
notion based on it, leads to a double covering of the moduli space determined by the two
branches of
√
b. Moreover in terms of the map (2.19), written as
√
b =
a2(τ)
a1(τ)
, (2.28)
the change of branch becomes equivalent to the transformation T : τ → τ + 1.
This problem is related to a subtlety in the derivation of the Seiberg-Witten solution
for SU(2) Yang-Mills in reference [25], accomplished by performing the blow up of the
tangency point (b = 0, c = 1) between the conifold locus CC and the weak coupling locus
C∞. The variable parameterizing the second exceptional divisor arising from the blow
up of the tangency, bc
2
(1−c)2
, is identified with the field theory Z2 invariant quantity
Λ4
u2
.
The reason why the blow up approach recovers (Λ2/u)2 is that, from (2.13), the change
of branch
√
b → −√b implies Λ2 → −Λ2, and the Calabi-Yau moduli space naturally
quotients by this transformation. On the contrary, from the K3-fibration in the ALE
limit we get in a direct way the Seiberg-Witten curve, parameterized by u, and not its Z2
quotient.
The transformation T has indeed an string analogue. Using the map (2.19), T is
equivalent to the discrete symmetry (2.2) of the Calabi-Yau moduli space, A. After per-
forming the A-quotient, the Calabi-Yau moduli space becomes isomorphic [38] to the
space IP2{1,1,2}, which has a conical singularity at the origin (see footnote 1). This is pre-
cisely the geometry of the T -quotiented (uˆ, τ)-plane6. We stress that the (uˆ, τ) variables,
although undo the A-quotient, preserve an A2-quotient. This can be seen from the fact
that A2 fixes the locus C0, which has a counterpart in the (uˆ, τ) moduli space.
Finally we notice that (uˆ, τ) points are not in a one-to-one correspondence with (
√
b, c).
The divisor D(−1,0) = {b = ∞}, which appears in the blow up of the conical singularity
created by the A-quotient, presents non-trivial monodromy. However in the (uˆ, τ)-plane,
having undone the quotient by A, the value b = ∞ should not imply an additional
monodromy locus. This is in fact the case. Since b = ∞ corresponds to a1 = 0, from
(2.19) we see that D(−1,0) is blown down to the point uˆ = 0. The fibration structure is
also reflecting this remark through its dependence on the K3-fiber modulus cˆ = cd. The
6Defining the invariants with respect to (2.20) ξ ≡ u˜2, η ≡ u˜
ǫ
, ζ ≡ 1
ǫ2
, where ǫ ≡ 8eπiτ , u˜ ≡ uˆ
ǫ
, the
quotiented (uˆ, τ)-moduli space is also given by the projective cone ξζ = η2.
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value b =∞ implies d =∞, so that the combination cˆ blows down the line (b =∞, c) to
a point.
3 Integrability.
In the previous section we have compared CCY with the curve for SU(2) N = 2 Yang-
Mills with one massive hypermultiplet in the adjoint representation. In this section we will
recover, from the Calabi-Yau manifold, the basic building elements used in the Donagi-
Witten formulation [15] of the integrability of gauge theories with adjoint matter.
To start with, let us just briefly recall the construction in [15] for the simple case of
SU(2) gauge theory. According to Hitchin’s construction, we start with the elliptic curve
Eτ : y
2 = (x− e1(τ))(x− e2(τ))(x− e3(τ)), (3.1)
on which a two dimensional Higgs field φ is defined as an holomorphic 1-form transforming
in the adjoint representation of the SU(2) gauge group. In terms of φ, an spectral cover
curve is defined through (3.1) and
0 = t2 − x+ A2, (3.2)
with A2 related to the Higgs expectation value of the N =2 theory by A2 = u − 12e1(τ).
Equations (3.1) and (3.2) define a genus 2 curve, symmetric under the Z2×Z2 transfor-
mation t → −t, y → −y. The curve (2.16) we have employed in the previous section
corresponds to the Z2×Z2 invariant part.
The integrable model version of pure gauge theory curves [12, 13], which is recovered
from string theory in the point particle limit [26], is given by
z +
Λ4
z
+ 2PA1(t, u) = 0. (3.3)
This can be derived from the “classical” expression (3.2)7 by the “quantization” procedure
x→ −1
2
(z+ Λ
4
z
). Instead, in [15] the quantization of (3.2) is implemented by forcing x to
live on the elliptic curve (3.1), parameterized by the N = 4 coupling constant τ .
In order to show that the Donagi-Witten integrability construction is the natural
extension of (3.3) when we move off the point particle limit, we have still to determine
the elliptic curve Eτ from Calabi-Yau data. Associated to a K3-fibration threefold
W ∗ =
1
n
d(z; b) xn0 +W
∗
K3(x0, x3, x4, x5; ci) (3.4)
with d(z; b) given by (2.4), we can always consider the following four points on the IP1
base space where the K3-fiber becomes singular
d(z; b) = 0 → e±0 = −1±
√
1− b,
d(z; b) =∞ → z = 0, ∞. (3.5)
7The Landau-Ginzburg potential PA1(t, u) = t
2 + u is being used.
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In the spirit of the previous section, we can define the elliptic curve associated to these
data
y2 = z(z − e+0 )(z − e−0 ). (3.6)
This curve is independent of the particular Calabi-Yau we are working with, as far as the
K3-fibration structure is defined by d = 1
2
(z+ b
z
+2). The curve (3.6) is characterized by
the λ parameter
λ =
e−0
e+0
, (3.7)
which only depends on the dilaton modulus b.
We will follow the same path as in section 2.2 for comparing (3.6) with Eτ . Namely,
after shifting x→ x+ 1
2
e1, we apply the isogeny described in Appendix A. This transforms
Eτ into the quartic
y2 = (x2 + a1(τ))
2 − a2(τ)2. (3.8)
Using the map between b and τ proposed in (2.19), the λ parameter of this curve can be
easily seen to coincide with (3.7), implying that (3.6) is isogenic to Eτ . In this sense we
notice that, according to (A.5), the elliptic parameter of the curve (3.6) is 2τ .
Let us stress the meaning of the extra singularity at d = ∞ used in (3.5), which
corresponds to z = 0,∞. The Seiberg-Witten differential for CCY , which we will describe
in the begining of the next section (see (4.2)), has poles with residue at the points z = 0,∞.
The residue at these poles is defining the mass of the hypermultiplet in the adjoint [2]. (In
the point particle limit [25] the structure (3.6) disappears, as e±0 → 0,∞). In the context
of the Donagi-Witten formulation, the singularities at z = 0,∞ have a similar role to the
point x = ∞ in Eτ which, by equation (3.2), corresponds to a degenerate spectral set
t = ±∞. Recalling the underlying Hitchin model, we observe that x = ∞ is the pole
of the associated two dimensional Higgs field, whose residue also defines the mass of the
adjoint hypermultiplet [15].
In summary, from the Calabi-Yau geometry we get the integrability structure of the
Seiberg-Witten model, as it is described in the Donagi-Witten construction. This inte-
grability structure only shows up when we keep alive both the string scale, α′, and the
gravitational effects due to the existence of the dilaton. However, we can not expect the
Donagi-Witten model to be equivalent to full fledged string theory, an issue that will be
addressed in the next section.
4 Picard-Fuchs Equations.
It was shown in reference [26] that in the point particle limit, where the K3 degenerates
to an ALE space, we can effectively map the second homology group of K3 into the
homology group of 0-cycles defined by the spectral set {t | PA1(t; ui) = 0}. Alternatively,
the integration of the holomorphic top form of the Calabi-Yau manifold on a 2-cycle of
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the K3, in its ALE limit, defines the meromorphic Seiberg-Witten form λ for the curve
(3.3). This form is [13]
λ =
√
u+
1
2
(z +
Λ4
z
)
dz
z
. (4.1)
Using the Calabi-Yau curve defined in the previous sections we can propose a generaliza-
tion of (4.1) to the case gravity is turned on. Namely, we can consider the meromorphic
form λ derived from the CCY by means of the map (2.19). The result is
λ˜ =
√
1− 1
cˆ
dz
z
, (4.2)
with cˆ defined in (2.4). Our aim in this section is to understand the meaning of (4.2), and
equivalently CCY , in the string context. In order to do so, we will analyze in what way λ˜
is related with the periods of K3 and with the associated Picard-Fuchs equation.
The information used to construct CCY reduces to the discriminant of the K3-fiber
∆(z; b, c) and, derived from it, the discriminant of the Calabi-Yau threefold. However
these data do not determine in an unique way the threefold. There exist different Calabi-
Yau spaces whose moduli of Ka¨hler deformations share common features. As an example
the manifold IP4{1,1,2,2,6}[12] we have been considering up to now, exhibits the same singular
loci and Yukawa couplings structure that the hypersurface IP4{1,1,2,2,2}[8] and the complete
intersections IP5{1,1,2,2,2,2}[4, 6] and IP
6
{1,1,2,2,2,2,2}[4, 4, 4] [38, 39, 40]. These four manifolds
are K3-fibrations and from any of them, in the point particle limit (2.13), can be derived
the exact physics of SU(2) N = 2 Yang-Mills theory. For simplicity we will denote them
as A : IP4{1,1,2,2,6}[12], B : IP
4
{1,1,2,2,2}[8], C : IP
5
{1,1,2,2,2,2}[4, 6] and D : IP
6
{1,1,2,2,2,2,2}[4, 4, 4]
(see Appendix C for a brief description of these spaces).
The Picard-Fuchs equation for their K3-fiber is [41]
L = θ3cˆ − cˆ
(
θ3cˆ +
3
2
θ2cˆ +
1
2
θcˆ + 2r(θcˆ +
1
2
)
)
, (4.3)
with r = N−1
2N2
and N = 6, 4, 3, 2 respectively. Since by construction CCY can not distin-
guish between the mentioned four spaces, it is natural to expect that (4.2) is related to
the common part of their Picard-Fuchs equation. Indeed, it is easy to see that (4.2) is
solution of
L1 = θ
3
cˆ − cˆ
(
θ3cˆ +
3
2
θ2cˆ +
1
2
θcˆ
)
− 1
4
θcˆ. (4.4)
The operators L and L1 differ in the first order differential operator
L2 = L− L1 = 1
4
θcˆ − 2rcˆ
(
θcˆ +
1
2
)
. (4.5)
The singular points of the K3 Picard-Fuchs equation (4.3) are at cˆ = 0, 1,∞. At
cˆ = 1 the K3 develops an A1 singularity, and its associated monodromy reproduces the
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Weyl group for SU(2). However the point cˆ = 0 presents logarithmic monodromy, as can
be deduced from the corresponding indicial equations. This fact does not allow to use
the solutions of (4.3), in particular the period carrying Weyl monodromy around cˆ = 1,
for defining the Seiberg-Witten differential of a Riemann surface. Definition (4.4) is the
necessary modification of L in order to achieve this. The singular points of L1 are still at
cˆ = 0, 1,∞, but the asymptotic behavior for both 0,∞ have been modified. The indicial
equations of L and L1 at cˆ = 1 coincide, therefore the leading behavior of the solutions
at this singularity is not affected.
We want now to analyze how working with L1 instead of L affects the physics that we
obtain. Namely, we will compare the physics associated to CCY with that of a type IIA
string compactified in manifolds A, B, C or D, and their corresponding heterotic dual
strings.
Let us begin considering the conifold locus of these Calabi-Yau manifolds. This locus
corresponds to the melting of the K3-fiber singular points e±1 , given in (2.6). At these
points cˆ = 1 and L and L1 coincide. Therefore, in a neighborhood of the conifold locus,
CCY (equivalently an N = 4 softly broken gauge theory) should describe essentially the
same physics as the threefold. Indeed in both cases the singularity is interpreted as due
to BPS dyons becoming massless [1, 2], [42].
The singular locus Cˆ0 of the N = 4 softly broken theory corresponds to an electric
hypermultiplet acquiring zero mass [2]. This multiplet derives from components of the
initial massive adjoint hypermultiplet, and the singularity occurs for Higgs expectation
values of order m, with m the adjoint hypermultiplet bare mass. The gravity counterpart
of this locus is C0 in (2.9), which we observed can be represented by the melting of the
singular points e±0 = e
±
1 . Since over e
±
0 the K3 develops the cˆ = 0 singularity, at which the
operators L and L1 strongly differ, the interpretation of field theory and string loci, Cˆ0 and
C0, can naturally be different. However we will propose that both share a common origin
in the presence of an additional (non-moduli) scale in the theory. For the N = 4 softly
broken theory, this scale is of course provided by the mass of the adjoint hypermultiplet.
In the case of the Calabi-Yau space we want to argue that the scale behind C0 is the
string tension α′. Let us stress that the identification between m2 and (α′)−1 was one of
the main consequences of the map (2.19) between gauge theory variables (uˆ, τ) and string
moduli (b, c).
We will concentrate in the Calabi-Yau model A : IP4{1,1,2,2,6}[12]. The locus C0 was de-
fined as the set of points invariant under A2, with A given by the moduli space symmetry
(2.20). This transformation satisfies A6 = −1, discarding its origin in an additional mass-
less particle. The mirror map relates complex structures of A∗, parameterized by (b, c), to
Ka¨hler structures of A, parameterized by special coordinates (t1, t2) (t1 ∼ log c, t2 ∼ log b,
for c, b→ 0 [43]). Heterotic-type II duality further relates the Ka¨hler coordinates (t1, t2)
to the heterotic moduli [23, 25]
t1 = T , t2 = − S
2πi
, (4.6)
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with T an space-time modulus and S the heterotic dilaton. In [38, 40, 25] the monodromy
group for the manifold A was worked out, from where it can be deduced
A2 : T → −T + 1
T
, S → S. (4.7)
We see that the monodromy around C0 produces a T -duality transformation for the het-
erotic dual string8.
More in general, and without doing reference to string-string dualities, we can relate
C0-type loci, i.e. set of fixed points under global symmetries in moduli space, to self-dual
regions with respect to the Calabi-Yau generalization of the target-space duality R→ 1
R
,
where R stands for a Ka¨hler modulus. This can can already be observed in the simpler
case of the quintic [44]. In that case we have a single moduli, ψ; the conifold singularity is
located at ψ = 1. The symmetry transformation A : ψ → βψ, with β5 = 1, lets fixed the
point ψ = 0, which is the analog in this simple example of the C0 locus. At this point the
Zamolodchikov’s metric is regular, while the Ka¨hler potential becomes singular. However,
this singularity in the Ka¨hler potential is not producing any singular contribution to the
partition function, as can be seen from the topological analysis of reference [45]. Thus, we
should not expect new massless particles at ψ = 09. Alternatively, the A transformation
acts on the Calabi-Yau radius in a similar (but more complicated) way to R→ 1
R
[44].
T -duality transformations always imply the introduction of an additional scale. Having
identified C0 as the Calabi-Yau generalization of a self-dual locus, we should determine the
scale that is associated to it. Expression (4.7), together with the fact that the Calabi-Yau
weak coupling limit b → 0 gets mapped by string-string duality to heterotic perturba-
tive effects [23], indicate that this scale is given by the heterotic-dual string tension α′.
Restoring unities, the self-dual point of (4.7) is T = ρ
√
α′, with ρ3 = 1. Therefore pertur-
bative string excitations will have, at that point, a typical mass α′−1/2. This agrees with
the field theory interpretation α′−1/2 ∼ m, for m the adjoint hypermultiplet bare mass.
Values b > 0 will imply corrections of the characteristic mass of string excitations at C0.
In this case, the natural candidate for comparing square masses should be the Casimir
expectation value u ∼ m2e1(τ), that determines the field theory locus Cˆ0.
From the type II perspective, we should obtain the same result for the typical mass
of excitations in a neighborhood of C0, by looking at BPS states associated to Ramond-
Ramond charged branes. Notice that, although C0 is equally a self-dual locus on the type
8The monodromy around the locus D(0,−1) = {c = 0} corresponds to T → T +1. Combining this and
(4.7), or equivalently surrounding the two conifold branches, we can obtain the standard T → −1/T .
9It must be recalled that the Ka¨hler potential enters always into the special geometry equations in
the form e−K‖f‖2, with f a meromorphic section of the special geometry Hodge line bundle. A zero
of f at the origin (ψ = 0 for the quintic) regularizes the singularity of K. The meromorphic section
f contributes to the definition of the topological propagator from which the topological version of the
partition function is built up. At the conifold locus, this is the propagator reproducing the logarithmic
singularity at one loop. At the C0 locus, this propagator is smoothed out with the help of special geometry
structure, namely, the freedom to normalize the vacuum section of the Hodge line bundle.
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IIA side, the mass of these excitations will not be governed by the type II string tension,
since Ramond-Ramond charged branes are non-perturbative objects [46].
The same considerations apply to models B and C. The case D is however different,
as the monodromy around C0 involves logarithms10 and therefore it does not admit to
be interpreted as a self-dual locus. In this case we could think in the appearance of a
massless particle to explain the singularity. If underlying scale is still α′, it would indicate
an electrically charged particle. Physically, the D model can be the one more closely
related to CCY . It is worth noticing that the singular points of the first order differential
operator L2 are at cˆ = 0, 8r,∞. Only for the model D we have 8r = 1, and the singular
points of L2 coincide with those of L and L1. This fact could be directly connected with
passing from a logarithmic monodromy transformation around the hypermultiplet locus
Cˆ0 in the field theory approach, to an smoothed out (non-logarithmic) monodromy A2 for
the models A, B and C, while not for the Calabi-Yau D.
Finally we consider the locus D(0,−1) = {c = 0}, which correspond to the degenerate
situation e+1 = 0 and e
−
1 = ∞. The operators L and L1 also differ at z = 0,∞, implying
that close to this locus CCY will not reproduce the string dynamics. This is indeed as
expected, since the mirror map [38] fixes t1 = i∞ at D(0,−1), therefore representing a
decompactification limit. Using (2.19), this locus corresponds to the ultraviolet regime
u =∞ for the N = 4 softly broken theory, where string and field theory should strongly
differ.
Summarizing, we have seen that CCY can provide a good description of string phe-
nomena only in a neighborhood of the conifold locus. However, CCY proved useful in
interpreting the locus C0. In the next section, following this path, we will use CCY as
a tool for understanding further differences in the coupling to gravity of SU(2) N = 2
Yang-Mills provided by models A, B, C and D.
5 Higher Kac-Moody Level String Models.
The differences between the four Calabi-Yau manifolds we are considering can be resumed
in the properties of the mirror map for their K3-fiber, or equivalently, the mirror map
between c and t1 for the dilaton modulus value b = 0. Using the string-string identification
t1 = T , we have
c =
hk(T
(k)
0 )
hk(T )
, (5.1)
with hk the Hauptmodul function of Γ0(k)+ (shifted by a constant), and k = 1, 2, 3, 4 for
spaces A, B, C and D respectively [38, 41]. The value T
(k)
0 is given by the self-dual point
10The indicial equations derived from the third order Picard-Fuchs operator (C.2) of model D, around
c =∞, posses a triple solution.
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of one distinguished element of the group Γ0(k)+, the Atkin-Lehner involution
T → − 1
kT
. (5.2)
From (5.1) we see that the Γ0(k)+ determines the T -duality group of the heterotic dual
string. The dual for the A model is a rank three heterotic string compactified in K3×T 2
[23], where T corresponds to a T 2 modulus. Since Γ0(1)+ = PSL(2, Z) and h1 coincides
with the j-invariant, we obtain the usual T -duality group for this model.
In [34] the case B : IP4{1,1,2,2,2}[8] was considered. It was proposed to be dual to
an heterotic string compactification with SU(2) perturbative enhancement of symmetry
realized at Kac-Moody level 2. The mirror map (5.1) fixes the heterotic enhancement of
symmetry point at T = i/
√
2. The right and left moving momenta for the rank three
models are given [47] by
pL =
i
√
2
T − T¯ (n1 + n2T¯
2 + 2mT¯ ),
pR =
i
√
2
T − T¯ (n1 + n2T T¯ +m(T + T¯ )). (5.3)
The condition for new massless states, pL = 0, |pR|2 ≤ 2, is satisfied at T = i/
√
2 for
n1 = 2 n2 = ±1/2, m = 0. This implies the value p2R = 1. If we denote the Kac-Moody
level at which the enhanced gauge group is realized by kG, the following relation holds
kG |pR|2 = 2. (5.4)
Therefore kG = 2 for the heterotic dual associated to the manifold B. In an analogous
way we can analyze the heterotic duals that could correspond to models C, D. The
mirror map fixes the perturbative enhancement of symmetry at T = i/
√
k, with k = 3, 4
respectively. At this value, using (5.3), the conditions for two additional massless states
are again verified, satisfying (5.4) for kG = k. Although further checks along the lines
of [48, 31, 34] have to be done for the cases C, D, and the explicit construction of the
heterotic dual [23] accomplished for models B, C and D, we will assume that a main
difference between the coupling to gravity of N = 2 SU(2) Yang-Mills that the four
manifolds can provide is given by the Kac-Moody level at which they realize the gauge
symmetry, being kG = 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively.
The Kac-Moody level also affects the relation between gauge group bare coupling
constant and heterotic dilaton [49]. With a convenient normalization we can set τG =
−kSinv
2πi
, where now it is important to distinguish between the special coordinate dilaton S,
with modular properties under T -duality transformations, and the invariant dilaton Sinv
[50, 51]. Since CCY captures the Calabi-Yau information in a neighborhood of the conifold
locus, and in the limit b → 0 this information reproduces the heterotic enhancement of
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symmetry, we can, in this limit, identify τ and τG. Using (2.21), the relation between τ
and Sinv translates into
t2 = − kS
2πi
(5.5)
for the special geometry coordinates.
We have analyzed properties of the models A, B, C and D which correspond to
the heterotic-dual weak coupling regime. We can now use both pieces of information,
namely CCY and the level k, in trying to reproduce properties associated to the heterotic
strong coupling limit. We will concentrate therefore on the locus C1 = {b = 1}, which
by the mirror map implies t2 = 0 [35]. On the type IIA side this locus is associated
to the appearance of a curve of Z2 quotient singularities, CZ2 , corresponding to blowing
down the exceptional divisor whose size controls the dilaton modulus b. In [36, 35] this
singularity was interpreted as a non-perturbative enhancement of symmetry in the U(1)
vector field associated to the dilaton, U(1) → SU(2), together with the appearance of
massless hypermultiplets in the adjoint representation of SU(2). The number of massless
adjoint hypermultiplets is given by the genus g of the curve of singularities CZ2 . The
monodromy around C1 can be resumed in the 2× 2 matrix( −1 2(g − 1)
0 −1
)
, (5.6)
acting on a column vector whose first entry we denote by tD2 , and the second is given by
the special coordinate t2.
Since t2 behaves as the special coordinate version of the N = 4 coupling constant
τ , and τ is an intrinsic parameter of CCY , it should be possible to describe the different
monodromy matrices (5.6) for the spaces A, B, C and D in an unified way. In order to do
this, we will allow the freedom to change the normalization of tD2 , while preserving that
of t2. Inspired by (5.5) we consider the change t
D
2 → tD2 /k, transforming (5.6) into( −1 2(g − 1)/k
0 −1
)
. (5.7)
For the four models we are considering the following relation between the genus g of the
curve of singularities at C1, and the level k dictated by the modular properties of the
mirror map, is verified (see Appendix C)
g − 1
k
= 1. (5.8)
Substituting this into (5.7) we obtain a single representation of the C1 monodromy for the
four Calabi-Yau spaces. It is given by PT−2, where now T denote the Sl(2;Z) generator
and P = −1.
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It must be noticed that a T−2 monodromy is the one we will get for the Donagi-
Witten curve at the singular locus τ = 011, which by the map between field theory
and string variables (2.19) corresponds to C1. Namely, encoding the monodromy around
τ = 0 through its action on a column vector with entries 1 and τ , the matrix T−2 implies
τD → τD + 2, with τD = −1/τ . We observe that, although the CCY curve can not
describe the physics at C1 because is missing the parameter g and the Weyl generator P ,
it can however explain its underlying structure. Indeed, using CCY and the Kac-Moody
level information, it is possible to reproduce in a natural way (5.6). We can also put in
correspondence the monodromies for the Calabi-Yau and field theory loci C∞ and τ = i∞.
Taking into account the double covering of the string moduli space that the field theory
is doing, the monodromy ST−2S−1 around τ = i∞, producing τ → τ + 2, becomes the
C∞ monodromy [38, 40] t2 → t2 + 1.
6 Final Comments.
Ultraviolet finite N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories are described [2] in terms of the
Higgs vacuum expectation values, the bare coupling constant τ and the masses of their
matter content. In order to relate these theories with a string compactification on a Calabi-
Yau threefold, we can not follow the standard path of performing the heterotic point
particle limit. In this paper we have shown that N = 2 gauge theories with N = 4 matter
content are associated with the global structure of K3-fibration threefolds. Moreover the
global geometrical information on K3-fibrations reproduces all the ingredients used in the
characterization [15] of the integrability of these ultraviolet finite N = 2 theories. For
the case of SU(2), our philosophy has been to consider the gauge theory with N = 4
matter as encoding the common geometrical structure of K3-fibrations sharing the same
h2,1 Hodge number, and structure of the complex deformations moduli space.
The special role of a ultraviolet finite N = 2 SU(2) gauge theory, in particular the case
2Nc = Nf , appears in a different context [52] as proves [53] of F-theory [54] backgrounds.
The prove approach is related to duality properties of type II strings, while our approach
should be related to strong-weak coupling duality of the heterotic string.
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Appendices.
A Isogeny Between Cubic and Quartic Curves.
We consider an elliptic curve, given by the quartic
y2 = (x2 + a)2 − b2, (A.1)
for certain constants a and b. By defining x′ = x2 + a, y′ = yx we can convert (A.1) into
an isogenic cubic
y′
2
= (x′ − a)(x′2 − b2). (A.2)
This process amounts to quotienting by the symmetry x → −x of (A.1), and blowing
down the line (x = 0, y) in order to get again an elliptic curve.
It is immediate to see that the abelian differential for quartic and cubic are related by
dx′
y′
= 2
dx
y
. (A.3)
Let us choose a basis of cycles of (A.2) in the following form: γ′1 surrounding the branch
points ±b, and γ′2 surrounding the branch points b and −a. With this choice the cycles
γ1 and γ2, transformed of γ
′
1 and γ
′
2 respectively, satisfy
γ1 = γ
′
1 , γ2 = 2γ
′
2. (A.4)
Therefore the difference between quartic and cubic, from the point of view of the periods,
reduces to a change in normalization∫
γ1
ω =
1
2
∫
γ′
1
ω′ ,
∫
γ2
ω =
∫
γ′
2
ω′, (A.5)
for ω, ω′ the respective abelian differentials. This is precisely the difference between the
two curves considered in [1], [2] for solving SU(2) N = 2 Yang-Mills.
The quartic form (A.1) reproduces the structure, for the particular case SU(2), of the
hyperelliptic curves for higher rank gauge groups proposed in [3, 4]
y2 = PSU(N)(x; ui)
2 − Λ2N , (A.6)
with ui the SU(N) Casimirs.
We should also note that the Jacobi invariants for (A.1) and (A.2) differ. This can be
seen by transforming both curves to the standard form
y2 = x(x− 1)(x− λ), (A.7)
and comparing the λ-parameters obtained. We have
λ =
a+
√
a2 − b2
a−√a2 − b2 , λ
′ =
a+ b
a− b. (A.8)
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B The Map Between SU(3) Moduli Spaces.
In [23] the Calabi-Yau IP4{1,1,2,8,12}[24] was proposed as the type II dual for the string
embedding of N = 2 SU(3) Yang-Mills theory. In this Appendix, extending part of the
analysis done in previous sections for SU(2), we will build a map between the moduli
space of N=2 SU(3) Yang-Mills theory with adjoint matter and the moduli space of the
hypersurface IP4{1,1,2,8,12}[24]. The analysis will be restricted to the weak coupling sections
τ = i∞ and b = 0 of the respective moduli spaces.
The discriminant locus of the genus two curve describing SU(3) with adjoint matter
[15], in the limit τ = i∞, is given by
∆SU(3) = (4uˆ
3 − 27vˆ2)(4(uˆ− 1)(uˆ− 4)2 − 27vˆ2), (B.1)
where uˆ and vˆ are the quadratic and cubic Casimir expectation values respectively, nor-
malized by the adjoint hypermultiplet mass. The first factor corresponds to a classical
enhancement of SU(2) gauge symmetry. We will denote its two branches by
C± = {3
√
3vˆ = ±2uˆ3/2}. (B.2)
The second factor goes to zero when some component of the N=4 hypermultiplet become
massless; we will also divide it into
C±h = {3
√
3vˆ = ±2(uˆ− 4)
√
uˆ− 1}. (B.3)
If we now concentrate on the K3-fibration structure of the IP4{1,1,2,8,12}[24] Calabi-Yau
manifold [26]
W =
1
24
(z +
b
z
+ 2) +
1
12
x123 +
1
3
x34 +
1
2
x25 +
+
1
6
√
c
(x0x3)
6 +
(
a√
c
)1/6
x0x3x4x5 = 0, (B.4)
we notice that the K3-fiber becomes singular at six points (z = e±i , i = 0, 1, 2) of the IP
1
base space
e±0 = −1±
√
1− b,
e±1 =
1− c±
√
(1− c)2 − bc2
c
,
e±2 =
(1− a)2 − c±
√
((1− a)2 − c)2 − bc2
c
. (B.5)
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Merging of these points leads to two conifold-type loci, when e+i = e
−
i for i = 1, 2, and a
strong dilaton locus C1, when e+0 = e−0 :
C(1)C = {(1− c)2 − bc2 = 0},
C(2)C = {((1− a)2 − c)2 − bc2 = 0},
C1 = {b− 1 = 0}. (B.6)
The weak gravity locus
C∞ = {b = 0}, (B.7)
corresponds to 0 = e+0 = e
+
1 = e
+
2 . We can also consider the merging e
±
0 = e
±
i , i = 1, 2,
which happens respectively at
C+0 = {c =∞ (∀ a/
√
c)},
C−0 = {a− 1 = 0}, (B.8)
We will restrict now to the (a, c) section of the Calabi-Yau moduli space at b = 0. In
the spirit of (2.19), we can propose the following map between the (u, v)-plane at τ = i∞,
and the Calabi-Yau moduli space at b = 0
1− c = −2uˆ
3/2 + 3
√
3vˆ
2(uˆ− 4)√uˆ− 1 + 3√3vˆ , 1−
c
(1− a)2 =
2uˆ3/2 + 3
√
3vˆ
2(uˆ− 4)√uˆ− 1− 3√3vˆ . (B.9)
This map is built by requiring that the loci C± get mapped into the two conifold C(1,2)C ,
and the hypermultiplet loci C±h go into C±0 .
The point (a = 0, c = 1), one of the intersections between C(1)C and C(2)C at b = 0, cor-
responds by heterotic-type II duality to a perturbative SU(3) enhancement of symmetry
point [23]. A first check of (B.9) is that, sending the mass of the adjoint hypermultiplet
m→∞ and identifying again m2 with the string tension (α′)−1, it reproduces the point
particle limit map for SU(3) [25, 26]
a = −2(αu)3/2,
c = 1− α3/2(−2u3/2 + 3
√
3v). (B.10)
The scale governing the strong coupling effects of the N = 2 SU(3) Yang-Mills theory
with adjoint matter is given by Λ6 ∼ e2πiτm6 [15]. Assuming the relation (2.21) between
the dilaton modulus b and the N = 4 coupling constant τ , this implies the double scaling
identification required to perform the point particle limit [25]
b = α3Λ6. (B.11)
It would be interesting to see if the map (B.9) can help to locate, by comparison with
the field theory, Argyres-Douglas points [55] in string theory.
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C Summary of A, B, C and D models.
The Picard-Fuchs equations that govern the Ka¨hler structure deformations of the Calabi-
Yau manifoldsA : IP4{1,1,2,2,6}[12], B : IP
4
{1,1,2,2,2}[8], C : IP
5
{1,1,2,2,2,2}[4, 6] andD : IP
6
{1,1,2,2,2,2,2}[4, 4, 4],
consist of two differential operators of second and third order [39, 40]. The second order
operator is common to the four manifolds
L(1) = 4θ2b − b(2θb − θc + 1)(2θb − θc), (C.1)
while they differ in the third order one
A : L(2) = θ2c (θc − 2θb)− c(θc + 5/6)(θc + 1/2)(θc + 1/6),
B : L(2) = θ2c (θc − 2θb)− c(θc + 3/4)(θc + 1/2)(θc + 1/4),
C : L(2) = θ2c (θc − 2θb)− c(θc + 2/3)(θc + 1/2)(θc + 1/3), (C.2)
D : L(2) = θ2c (θc − 2θb)− c(θc + 1/2)3.
We are using the normalization conventions for the moduli parameters (b, c) implied in
(2.1) and (2.3). The second order operator (C.1), in the point particle limit defined by
(2.13), becomes precisely the Picard-Fuchs operator for N = 2 SU(2) Yang-Mills theory
[25].
These four spaces develop a curve of Z2 quotient singularities, CZ2 , at C1 = {b = 1}.
This singularity comes from an ambient singularity in the weighted projective spaces in
which they are immersed. Namely, in our case points (x1, x2, x3, x4, ..) and (λx1, λx2, λ
2x3, λ
2x4, ..)
should be identified, fixing, for λ = −1, the hyperplane of orbifold points x1 = x2 = 0.
The intersection of this hyperplane with the defining hypersurface, or complete inter-
section, of the Calabi-Yau manifolds determines CZ2 in each case. The genus of CZ2 is
g = 2, 3, 4, 5 for the spaces A, B, C and D respectively [38, 36].
The exceptional divisor whose size controls the dilaton modulus b, is introduced in
order to resolve the mentioned singularity. However for the value b = 1, the manifolds
develop the original curve of Z2 quotient singularities. This structure can be read from
the following piece in the defining expression of their mirror manifolds
W ∗ =
1
2n
x2n1 +
1
2n
x2n2 +
1√
b n
(x1x2)
n + ... . (C.3)
Changing variables to x1/x2 = z
1/nb−1/2n and x21 = x0z
1/n [26], the K3-fibration structure
(2.12) for manifolds A, B, C and D becomes manifest. The K3-fiber of their mirror,
which for model A is given in (2.5), is given by
B : x40/4 + x
4
3/4 + x
4
4/4 + x
4
5/4 + cˆ
−1/4x0x3x4x5 = 0,
C : x20/2 + x
2
3/2 + x
2
4/2 + cˆ
−1/5x5x6 = 0
x35/3 + x
3
6/3 + cˆ
−1/5x0x3x4 = 0 ,
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D : x20/2 + x
2
3/2 + cˆ
−1/6x4x5 = 0
x24/2 + x
2
5/2 + cˆ
−1/6x6x7 = 0
x26/2 + x
2
7/2 + cˆ
−1/6x0x3 = 0, (C.4)
with cˆ(z; b, c) defined in (2.4). The Picard-Fuchs equation governing the aboveK3 surfaces
can be obtained from the third order differential operator of the threefold (C.2), by sending
b→ 0.
Model Manifold h2,1 Genus g Mirror
modular group
A IP4{1,1,2,2,6}[12] 128 2 Γ
B IP4{1,1,2,2,2}[8] 86 3 Γ0(2)+
C IP5{1,1,2,2,2,2}[4, 6] 68 4 Γ0(3)+
D IP6{1,1,2,2,2,2,2}[4, 4, 4] 58 5 Γ0(4)+
The four manifolds we are considering have common Yukawa couplings [39, 40]
Kccc =
1
c3∆C
, Kccb =
1− c
2c2b∆C
, Kcbb =
2c− 1
4cb∆C∆1
, Kbbb =
1− c + b− 3cb
8b2∆C∆21
, (C.5)
where ∆C = (1− c)2 − c2 b is the conifold factor in the discriminant, and ∆1 = 1− b. To
finish, let us notice that the Yukawa couplings of Calabi-Yau three-folds are determined
by the Picard-Fuchs equations coefficients fk1,..,knl
L(l) =
∑
k1,..,kn
fk1,..,knl ∂
k1
c1
..∂kncn , (C.6)
with
∑
ki ≥ 2 [39] (ci, i = 1, .., n includes all Calabi-Yau moduli parameters and l labels
the set of Picard-Fuchs differential operators). This information is retained in the modified
Picard-Fuchs operator (4.4) that governs the Seiberg-Witten differential for CCY .
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